Meeting Minutes
21 January 2014

ELR: Stephanie Winner
  *Game night this Friday: 8-10 Friday January 24th
    * cupcakes, ice cream
  * Dux in Tux
    * formal dinner at the Ford Alumni Center, nice food, dress fancy
    * 6 points

RHA: Rebecca Lee
  * nonsense about the TV’s from housing
  * 4 thousand from housing, 36 TV’s so every hall on campus has a TV (everybody except LLC and GSH)
    * housing is taking on responsibility for the TV’s, so now they are setting a precedent, RHA will not have to use Capital improvement funds to fix the TV’s (ADC NOTE: This is actually untrue. RHA will be using the capital improvement budget for repair and replacement of the TV’s in future years)
  * Constitution and By-Law updates
    * if you want to apply for an RHA exec position you can write a bid and go to the session to learn about it (1 letter of Rec)
    * RHA will replace members if somebody decides to drop form the exec board: Kelly was saying they want to appoint replacements instead of letting the hall government vote on a replacement
      * only time this will happen is that if somebody drops during summer or drops in between terms
  * getinvolved.uoregon.edu: if you put an event on the website it automatically gets put on the Dash

Super Bowl: Annie, Mario, Sam
  * Super Bowl party from 3-8 PM, 50 Pizzas ($497.50), 300$ from RHA 200$ from our budget
    * 3 PM pick up order for Costco
      * Annie, Mario, Aaron pick up the pizza from Costco and bring it back in time for kick off

Olympics: Annie, Sam
  * 300$ total budget, 200$ from RHA, 100$ from Hall budget.
    * 30 pizzas = $298.50 pizza order to be picked up at 8 PM
  * rest of the money going towards little American flags and other red, white, blue memorabilia from Hirons

Lost party gifts: Stephanie
  * we should take money out of our hall government budget and replace the prizes for the seasonal sweater soiree
    * Matt: It looks bad for the Hall Government if we ask for funds again for the same thing, they will wonder where the other money went
Valentine’s Day: Hailey
*the room is reserved for the events
*13th February 6-8 PM: we need to make posters, we want cupcakes there, laptop so we can play music
*14th Feb 11:30 AM head over to the retirement home to drop off the cards
*invite all of LLC to make Valentine’s Day cards for residents of Fox Hollow Retirement Community
*request for funding for cupcakes (Costco or possibly Fred Meyers)

Harry Potter Movie Schedule:
Sorcerer’s Stone: 5:00-7:32 PM
Chamber of Secrets: 7:32 PM-10:13 PM
Prisoner of Azkaban: 10:13 PM-12:34 AM
Goblet of Fire: 12:34 AM-3:1 AM
Order of Phoenix: 3:11 AM-5:29 AM
Half Blood Prince: 5:29 AM-7:54 AM
Deathly Hallows 1: 7:54-10:20 AM
Deathly Hallows 2: 10:20 AM-12:30 PM

*check with Costco to see if they can do a baking option

Harry Potter: Rebecca Lee
*Aaron :20 hours seems like too long for a movie marathon, it’s crazy
*Morgan: the crazy-ness is what will draw people

*Friday afternoon March 7th at 5 Pm (the doors lock to outside residents so it can only be LLC)
*Rebecca: we can advertise with the candy canes again so we can make sure all of LLC knows
*NO CATERING: people can use there points at Dux, late night Qdoba/Dough Co order
*budget over for the food orders depending on how many people show up
*movies from Alexi
*let the credits roll after each movie so people have time to use the bathrooms
*use the comfortable chairs from the outside corridors
*Nick: slotting them for the time that people will be the most tired that’s a bad idea.
*we need to a lot time to make sure we know who will be there

*Matt: we need to allocate money to the specific group so they can handle the situation how they want to, if they can check in before and after the event so we can revise the budget. We’re going back and forth and wasting time in the meeting. Delegate the money and then let them decide what they want with it
*Morgan: split it into two nights and show four movies on the Friday and four on the Saturday

March Madness: Nick
*we don’t have to do much with it, it’s not until mid-March
*have people bring their own laptops
*Aaron: Warren Buffet: if you get the bracket 100% correct he will pay you 1 billion dollars
*big poster in Dux and fill it in as we go along